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Creating

Better Futures


Big or small. If you love it, we insure it – through any of our trusted brokers, or one of our much-loved partners
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What would you like to do today?

[image: A Hollard insurance contract illustration with a pen.]Insure your business and people 
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Find a broker or adviser 
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Why choose Hollard?

[image: Artwork of a young woman looking forward protected by a South African insurance company]Our 3,500+ Hollardites are Purpose-driven, helping us create shared value through the business we do and the way we do business.

[image: Artwork of a mother holding her child protected by a South African insurance company]More than 4 million people trust us to protect what matters.

[image: Artwork of a father and son looking out into the distance protected by a South African insurance company]Partnership has been at the core of our business since we opened our doors in 1980.

[image: Artwork of two children playing in the playground protected by a South African insurance company]We believe in the power of intermediaries and deliver our solutions through brokers and partners.

[image: Artwork of two children standing in a township protected by a South African insurance company]Hollard International currently operates in 6 African countries outside of South Africa, namely Mozambique, Namibia, Botswana, Ghana, Zambia and Lesotho.

[image: Artwork of buildings down the street protected by a South African insurance company]Our broad range of specialist insurance offerings cover almost all personal and business risks.

[image: Artwork of a man working in the road protected by a South African insurance company]Through ground-breaking partnerships, we’re extending the power of insurance protection to underserved markets.

[image: Artwork with a collage of shapes drawings protected by a South African insurance company]Our cell captive licenses extend our ability to cater for specialist corporate insurance needs.
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#WeAreWhereYouAre


We’ll never underestimate the power of a specialist.

It’s why we work with brokers who make it their business to know your business.

Read More About Our Commitment To Brokers[image: white arrow pointing right]








View our product categories







[image: Purple wavy pattern illustration representing Hollard Insure My Life & Stuff]Insure my life and stuff
You can knock life’s curveballs out the park if you’re ready for them.




Hollard provides cover for almost all of life’s eventualities: From Life Cover to Disability Cover, and from Critical Illness cover to short-term insurance, we’ve got you covered. 
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[image: Aqua wavy pattern illustration representing Hollard Insure My Business & People]Insure my business and people
We make your business, our business.




Hollard’s on the ground sector experts are known for putting together one-of-a-kind solutions that cover your business and your people.
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[image: Gold wavy pattern illustration representing Hollard Invest & Save]Invest and save
Whether you’re saving for a rainy day or investing for a sunny one, Hollard can help you manage and maximise your savings and investments.




We make things easy and rewarding for you.
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Find a

broker or adviser


We love our brokers, they know their stuff, and they’re always looking to give our customers the best possible advice, at the right time. If you don’t have a broker, why not find one? Use our ‘find a broker’ tool below - this could be the beginning of a beautiful and rewarding relationship.

Find a Broker or Adviser[image: white arrow pointing right]








Get in touch with us
We can assist you with any queries you might have.

Contact Us[image: white arrow pointing right]














[image: Illustration of a woman walking]Our partners
Partnership is the foundation of our success. It’s how we started and what makes us who we are.

More About Our Partnerships[image: white arrow pointing right]











[image: Illustration of a man walking]Our customers
As a Hollard customer, you can expect a lot from us. But the most important thing you can expect is to be treated fairly - with respect, dignity and a sense of common humanity.

More About Our Customers[image: white arrow pointing right]














Who we are




[image: Hollard employees in a meeting room with a South African flag flying overhead]About Us
Born in the 80’s, today we’re a Pan-African insurer, and Mzansi’s largest privately-owned insurance group. 
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[image: Hollard customers in Cape Town with Table Mountain in the background representing Hollard's purpose and culture]Purpose & Culture
We get out of bed every morning with one intent. To enable more people to create and secure a better future.
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[image: A rural classroom filled with students and a teacher representing Hollard Better Futures]Better Futures
Better futures is more than a mantra - it’s our purpose in action.
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Our social impact
Better FuturesFree financial literacy - Streetwise FinanceTransformation
Our company
Hollard's worldCareersBecome a partnerMedia centreTreating customers fairly
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PrivacyLegal requirementsVAT Rate Change Information&FAQs
The Hollard Insurance Company Ltd (Reg No. 1952/003004/06); Hollard Life Assurance Company Ltd (Reg. No. 1993/001405/06); Hollard Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd (Reg. No. 1997/001696/07); Hollard Specialist Insurance Limited (Reg No 1966/007612/06); and Hollard Specialist Life Limited (Reg No 1994/001332/06), are authorised Financial Services Providers.
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